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deterring and defeating enemies that
rely on surprise, deception, and asym-
metric warfare.

Military transformation is the
process of rendering previous methods
of warfare obsolete by changes in oper-
ational concepts, organizational struc-
tures, and technologies. U.S. Joint
Forces Command (JFCOM) and the
Joint Staff are working under guidance
from the Office of Force Transforma-
tion and the Chairman to improve
joint warfighting capabilities through
initiatives such as joint force command
and control, dominant maneuver, and
rapid decisive operations; standing
joint force headquarters; and joint ex-
perimentation with emerging tech-
nologies in events such as Millennium

T he global war on terrorism
has validated the need for
accelerating military trans-
formation. The national se-

curity strategy directed the process to
examine how enemies may fight,
rather than where and when, reaffirm-
ing a shift from threat-based to capa-
bilities-based planning. Moreover, the
Secretary of Defense instructed the
Armed Forces to first “pursue the
global war on terrorism” and second
“strengthen joint warfighting capabili-
ties.” Those capabilities are critical in
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Challenge. Transformation documenta-
tion has identified various capabilities
required to dominate across military
operations, including standing, deploy-
able command and control systems,
rapidly deployable and sustainable mis-
sion-oriented and tailored joint forces,
pervasive targeting, shared situational
awareness, precision effects, strategic
mobility, and layered force protection.

The challenge is systematically
prioritizing, testing, and fielding broad
capabilities while avoiding theoretical
and bureaucratic pitfalls in concept
and architecture developments. In ad-
dition, getting these capabilities to
warfighters in a timely fashion is criti-
cal, particularly in the information age
with its rapid and compressed changes.
Service transformation roadmaps indi-
cate that future development of robust
platforms and potential capabilities in-
clude unmanned, stealthy, long-range
sensor, and deep-strike systems to
counter enemy strategies as well as
other innovative technologies. How-
ever, only by solving joint system in-
teroperability problems will the awe-
some power of joint synergy be
achieved across the battlespace with
these platforms and capabilities.
Among lessons from Afghanistan is a
realization that joint system interoper-
ability is key to operational success.

The U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM)
joint mission force (JMF) developmen-
tal experience can assist in identifying
revolutionary breakthroughs that
yield measurable shifts in joint war-
fare. The command approach is mov-
ing from visionary concepts toward
simple, practical, implemental solu-
tions to current interoperability prob-
lems. Spiral development with re-
gional operational forces in joint
exercises validates results among those
charged with executing the intent of a
commander and speeds the fielding of
solutions to the hard spots that pre-
vent seamless joint operations.

Joint Mission Force
Commander, Pacific Command,

called for a seamless joint-combined
response force with sufficient flexibil-
ity to meet national objectives in 1999.
That force would be capable of accom-
plishing missions across a range of op-
erations, from complex contingencies
to humanitarian assistance. It could
serve as the leading edge in a conflict.
The intention was eliminating service
barriers and segmented components. It
also sought advances in speed of reac-
tion, command, and decisionmaking,
which commanders were expected to
implement by fiscal year 2003.

Bimonthly seminars and a table-
top game with warfighters and experts

in experimentation developed the JMF
concept, defined as a package of
20,000 personnel from designated
component ready forces. It is aug-
mented by supporting commands,
coalition partners, and a center of ex-
cellence coordinated group of interna-
tional, nongovernmental, and private
sector organizations from which a
joint task force commander can tailor
task forces for a range of missions. The
key realization of the joint mission
force was that interoperability linkages
are at the heart of increased JTF effec-
tiveness, specifically data-sharing and
command and control challenges.
Thus strategies to improve operations
must strengthen links between task
force and component headquarters.

Leveraging transformation on the
operational level to achieve interoper-
ability is consistent with the American
way of war and crisis resolution out-
lined in An Evolving Joint Perspective, re-
cently approved by the Joint Require-
ments Oversight Council. The
architects of the JMF concept realized
that relationships on joint and service
headquarters staff levels foster trust
and confidence in joint warfighting.
PACOM established standing com-
mand and control relationships for cri-
sis response by designating primary JTF
headquarters, service or functional
component commanders, and require-
ments for force structure and reaction
times. The application of strategies to
combine technological advances and
organizational augmentation, doctri-
nal standardization, and mission-ori-
ented training evaluations can provide
near-term improvements that seriously
change the conduct of joint warfare.

Compelling questions include
which areas to focus on first, the best
forums for testing experimentation
strategies, and how to measure im-
provement. The immediate focus
should be on fixing deficiencies in
joint interoperability, then on capabil-
ities to execute joint mission essential
and service training tasks under future
threat scenarios. Exercise and training
venues sponsored by the Joint Staff
can test capability initiatives with a
regional audience. Assuring full inter-
operability across DOD requires
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for an effective multinational, multia-
gency approach to complement a ro-
bust and versatile joint force tool kit
ready to be employed at a moment’s
notice. Humanitarian emergencies cre-
ated by typhoons, earthquakes, or vol-
canoes may explode into a cata-
strophic stage in days, leaving little
time for the international community
to assemble a coherent response. A rap-
idly tailored, jointly trained, multia-
gency, multinational force will not just
happen; it must be thoroughly devel-
oped, preferably before the crisis.

The Defense Planning Guidance
for fiscal year 2004 directs regional
commanders to create standing joint
force headquarters by fiscal year 2005
in accordance with the lessons of Mil-
lennium Challenge. JFCOM envisions
a flag officer-led, 55-member standing
joint force command and control ele-
ment (SJC2E) at each command, which
would serve as a full-time core of func-
tionally organized and skilled joint
planners. The element would use stan-
dard operating procedures and com-
mand and control systems in a collab-
orative environment to perform
contingency planning. The employ-
ment concept models the deployable
JTF augmentation cell, which rapidly
turns a JMF-type service headquarters
into a joint team. However, the stand-
ing joint force command and control
element would empower decision su-
periority for effects based operations
through development of an opera-
tional net assessment based on a politi-
cal, military, economic, social, infra-
structure, and information analysis of
the enemy.

PACOM planners considered es-
tablishing a standing joint force head-
quarters from theater assets but de-
cided against it because of manpower
constraints. They selected a hybrid
concept of developing the joint com-
mand and control capabilities of desig-
nated single-service headquarters aug-
mented by battle-rostered augmentees
from other services. Planners focused
on the fact that combined doctrine,
command and control mechanisms,
and shared training and experiences
were lacking for rapidly assembling a

expanded venues such as distributed
global command and control exercises
and national training programs linked
to regional commands. Recent propos-
als for a joint national training capa-
bility support this need. Success can
be gauged by measures of effectiveness
related to tempo, responsiveness, flexi-
bility, and cost. The Joint Staff per-
spective offers clearly definable attrib-
utes. Future warfare and crisis
resolution must be integrated, self-
synchronized, continuous, simultane-
ous, distributed, effects focused,
knowledge based, network centric,
and nonlinear. By assigning metrics to
these categories, an assessment of
shifts in the conduct and character of
war could be provided.

Defeating Enemy Strategies
Knowing how the other side

might fight yields insights into the
joint capabilities required to maintain
a competitive advantage. Potential en-
emies could comprehend joint doc-
trine and refuse to fight on our terms.
Their strategies could seek to dissuade,
delay, or disrupt military intervention
by the United States while raising the
political, economic, and military costs.
An enemy could use terrorism, commit
atrocities, and leverage weapons of

mass destruction asymmetries at home
and abroad while seeking surprise
through delivery systems such as scuba
divers, crop dusters, and container
ships. They will attempt to counter
asymmetrical U.S. strengths in power
projection, space, stealth, precision, in-
formation operations, and strategic lift.

The principal enemy focus is
likely to be countering access to the re-
gion of conflict. In the littoral, multi-
layered coastal defenses consisting of
submarines, small boats, anti-ship mis-
siles, and mines could deny force de-
ployment and concentration. Ballistic
and cruise missiles could threaten
bases, stocks, and ports. Over land, en-
emies could counter airpower superior-
ity by integrated air defense systems,

global positioning, and surface-to-air
missiles and anti-air artillery. They
could deny precision targeting by con-
cealment and deception and deny at-
tack by hardening underground facili-
ties, dispersing ground forces, and
collocating with civilians.

Enemy strategies could include
means to undermine national will at
home and among allies. Misinforma-
tion campaigns that take advantage of
the Internet and human exploitation
methods that use hostages or refugees
as human shields could manipulate
public opinion. Likewise, insurgent,
paramilitary, or guerrilla tactics such as
systematic ambushes, hit and run at-
tacks, and killing zones could protract
conflict and erode public support. At-
tacks on infrastructure by computer
network or biological agents that dis-
rupt or destroy information, trans-
portation, energy, economic, or other
nodes could paralyze the Nation with-
out channeling animosity against a
visible enemy.

Understanding the depth of op-
posing capabilities provides rigor in
crafting an examination. Falling barri-
ers in cost and global marketing prac-
tices will grant enemies access to com-
mercial off-the-shelf technologies such
as wideband communications and

high-resolution imagery. They
will outsource, buy, or steal
capabilities to fight in space
and cyberspace, domains tra-
ditionally dominated by the
United States. Joint warfight-

ing capabilities need to be tested
against this highly capable threat
under possible conditions across the
range of military operations. Achieve-
ment and sustainment of joint preem-
inence will not only ensure decisive
response but also dissuade enemies
from embarking on the road to con-
flict.

Interoperability Shortfalls
The joint mission force concept

recognizes that an enemy may put a
premium on continual assessment of
developing crises and the ability to
commit an effective, properly tailored,
and fully integrated JTF in days, not
weeks. Complex multinational military
operations such as those in Somalia,
Bosnia, Haiti, Kosovo, East Timor, and

insurgent, paramilitary, or guerrilla
tactics could protract conflict and
erode public support
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military coalition. The joint mission
force objective was crafted to enhance
JTF speed of action, precision, and mis-
sion effectiveness. Achieving this ob-
jective began with identification of the
top challenges to rapid, seamless joint
and combined operations.

Input from theater staffs together
with operational lessons and readiness
reports produced an initial list. The
challenges are JTF headquarters activa-
tion and augmentation; common
standing operating procedures and
collaborative tools; multilevel security
procedures; a common operating pic-
ture; standard command, control,
communications, computers, and in-
telligence (C4I); adequate training for
complex interoperability issues; inte-
grated force protection and rules of
engagement; underdeveloped infor-
mation operations; strategic lift fore-
casting; contingency contracting; and
host nation support. The challenges
were refined and prioritized in a sec-
ond theater flag officer-led JMF
wargame in May 2000. Conference
members concluded that significant
joint interoperability improvements
come from routine interactions of
commanders and staffs.

Implementing the Concept
Four primary strategies were cre-

ated to improve on the challenges and
implement the JMF concept: develop
common procedures; develop effective
C4I architecture through command

and control exercises; refine, develop,
and package joint mission essential
tasks; and modify PACOM training to
include integrating experimentation.
These strategies are outlined below
with examples of how they can em-
power DOD-wide standing joint force
headquarters implementation.

Develop common procedures. The
first implementation strategy produced
JTF procedures. They were established
using diverse standard operating proce-
dures and developed in functionally or-
ganized workshops. They were tested
with joint task force and service com-
ponent headquarters in a third JMF
wargame and validated in Cobra Gold
and Tandem Thrust. Totally joint stan-
dard operating procedures design starts
with the intent of the commander, de-
scribes how the task force fights in
boards and cells, details standardized
internal staff procedures, and transmits
information management techniques.
This unique standard operating proce-
dure is a compact disc linked with
checklists, templates, and references for
access to over 1,300 pages of data. Web

accessible links provide external access
to both unclassified and classified sites,
depending on the Internet security
level, while keeping the procedures eas-
ily distributable to all official parties.

In late 2001, PACOM approved
the standard operating procedures for
mandatory use in all JTF exercises and
operations. Besides standardizing pro-
cedures for complex interoperability-
dependent tasks, it identifies activation
and augmentation requirements, in-
cluding the deployable augmentation
cell that immediately provides key
joint planners to service-based JTF and
battle staff rosters that source critical
personnel by service and specific skills.
This cell has been in existence for years
at PACOM, but it has now been refined
and implemented with common proce-
dures and collaborative tools. It is a po-
tential precursor to the standing joint
force command and control element.

Common headquarters procedures.
The PACOM model has been selected
as the prototype for developing com-
mon standard operating procedures
for JTF headquarters, the basis of
SJC2E. JFCOM has drafted procedures
for review by unified commands that

could serve as an integrating
factor across service and
command bounds. The capa-
bility for internal linkage
using a compact disc pro-
vides unlimited capacity to

identify region-specific parameters
such as command relations or com-
munication activation templates while
mandating procedures for complex
tasks such as joint fires and missile de-
fense. Applying joint doctrine and
joint tactics, techniques, and proce-
dures can solve interoperability chal-
lenges. As JFCOM continues to
demonstrate the merits of experimen-
tal concepts in information manage-
ment, fires coordination, net assess-
ment, and effects planning, proven
procedures must be spirally integrated
for a common JTF headquarters. Ac-
ceptance of these new procedures by
warfighters on the operational and
tactical levels can be realized in work-
shops and exercises to facilitate imple-
mentation of standing joint force
headquarters within two years.

Standardized Web management. A
key component of information
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a multinational force headquarters for
crisis action situations.

The team engages in concept de-
velopment conferences on multina-
tional force procedures in concert with
semiannual workshops. Singapore
hosted a recent exercise, Tempest Ex-
press Four, and acted as lead nation for
combined task force headquarters with
participation from 30 nations of the
multinational planning and augmenta-
tion team. The focus was headquarters
activation and crisis action planning
procedures for a peacekeeping scenario
that included combating terrorism. The
Singaporean general who acted as
event commander thought that Tem-
pest Express was the best training he re-
ceived prior to serving as combined
task force commander in East Timor. By
implementing multinational standard
operating procedures across regional
commands, planners can develop rela-
tionships and become adept at forming
multinational, operational-level head-
quarters under common doctrine.

management procedures is the Web
site. Service sites lack consistency,
prove difficult for training distributed
and rotational users, and fall short in
optimizing data access. The JMF site of-
fers a simple intuitive layout and stan-
dard appearance for concise display
and information in three clicks. Web
centric information pull is sustained by
links to supporting sites and pages. The
site provides for the routine, timely,
and remote manipulation of informa-
tion content by subject matter experts.
Realizing that the site architecture does
not satisfy service-directed specifica-
tions, PACOM has promulgated de-
tailed and required certification criteria.
Certification guidance covers Internet
or Web compatibility and the layout to
include window size, color, typography,
and graphic format. Further require-
ments specify site identification, global
navigation structure using tabs, local
navigation structure using scrolling
lists, event awareness indicators for
classification, current conditions and
time zones, and functional enhance-
ments such as search aids and self-serv-
ice updating. Adapting these criteria to

the SJC2E Web site can generate infor-
mation management standardization
across the defense establishment.

Headquarters linkages. PACOM di-
rected the development of separate
multinational force procedures that are
based on the JTF model but focus on
multinational operations on the coali-
tion or combined task force level.
These procedures are more generic and
include broad operational considera-
tions that partners can readily imple-
ment. Overarching operational start
points (common frames of reference)
that include a lead nation concept,
common command or control-coordi-
nation relationships, standardized
combined task force headquarters or-
ganization, common planning and de-
cisionmaking processes, and clarity of
terminology set the foundation for
unity of effort within the task force.
The centrifuge for multinational force
standard operating procedures devel-
opment has been the PACOM multina-
tional planning and augmentation
team program, which focuses on devel-
oping a cadre of military planners
from nations with Asia-Pacific interests
who are capable of rapidly augmenting

Task Force 51,
Iraqi Freedom.
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Effective C4I Architecture
The second implementation strat-

egy established a series of command
and control exercises (C2Xs) to develop
C4I architecture. The program validates
the command and control prepared-
ness and proficiency of primary JTF
and component commander staffs by
executing basic procedures using
fielded and experimental tactical sys-
tems and applications, documenting
subsequent shortfalls and work-
arounds, and identifying solutions and
associated timelines. The exercises are
short, vignette-driven drills conducted
originally as stand alone events and
now in concert with major joint exer-
cises. Focus and objectives alternate
between communications networks
and systems architectures, decision
tools, and processes.

Initial exercises have progressively
refined procedures and interoperabil-
ity. For example, C2X One revealed
that JMF-designated division head-
quarters need the standard C4I equip-
ment normally apportioned on the
corps level to act as force commander.
Funding was identified for deployable
global command and control system
terminals and classified Internet rout-
ing network backbones. C2X Four
tested the joint air operations center
capability to create a common operat-
ing picture, use deployable video tele-
conferencing systems, and issue air
tasking orders via a split Internet pro-
tocol configuration on the global
broadcast system. Planning for C2X
Seven was conducted with same-time
Internet protocol-based voice and chat
collaborative tools. This exercise will
continue experiments with active
bandwidth monitoring and control
technology in support of Web centric
information dissemination and knowl-
edge management. These exercises
continue to demonstrate the value of
routinely testing, ensuring, and en-
hancing individual JTF unit capability
to actually conduct command and
control in expected crisis scenarios.

The barriers to connectivity be-
tween the JFCOM-designed and imple-
mented standing joint force command
and control element in regional com-
mands on one side, and theater JTF

service or functional component com-
manders on the other, can be elimi-
nated by a worldwide C2X program.
Deployable joint command and con-
trol is the solution for this element
and is expected to provide standard-
ized hardware and software for JTF-
level command and control functions
and support. Testing compatibility
with permanent, transiting, or rota-
tional component commands is imper-
ative for interoperability. Draft require-
ments for deployable command and

control delineate a strategy for fielding
technology. A global exercise program
can facilitate technology induction as
well as the coupling of command and
control procedures in regional scenario
vignettes.

The obvious winners of Millen-
nium Challenge include the joint en
route mission planning and rehearsal
system near term as well as the joint
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mand and control or fires, with corre-
sponding criterion-derived metrics to
evaluate initiative performance in the-
ater-specific scenarios. Building on the
PACOM approach, the Joint Staff is
working on a set of joint capability de-
scriptions for approval by the Joint Re-
quirements Oversight Council. By ana-
lyzing military operations across
commands and identifying an array of
JMETL-based metrics, standards can be
provided for the council to compare
recommendations for change in doc-
trine, organization, and technology.
Creating universal metrics for joint
force development could furnish quan-
titative measures for Joint Vision 2020
concepts and architectures. In addition,
future warfare and crisis resolution at-
tributes formerly identified could be
both linked to tasks and assigned met-
rics to measure improvement.

Implementation will link joint
command and staff planning and exe-
cution and address joint training. De-
liberations on improving interoperabil-
ity examined mandatory alignment of
joint and service rotational readiness
periods and multiple service training
events but found them too difficult be-

cause of tempo, funding, and
simulation limitations. New net-
worked architectures could bring
together forward JTF headquar-
ters (such as Seventh Fleet) with
distributed components at major

training centers to perform high inten-
sity, combat-related tasks such as fire
support or battlespace maneuver. Sim-
ulation can augment live force short-
falls while exploring conceptual revo-
lutionary platforms, such as cruise
missile submarines, future combat sys-
tem platforms, or advanced theater
transport aircraft.

Integrating Experimentation
The fourth strategy modified

PACOM training by integrating experi-
mentation into exercises for evolution-
ary gains in warfighting. Mature near-
term technology insertions could be
evaluated for accelerated fielding at for-
ward deployed headquarters. Experi-
menting while exercising leads to spiral
technology enhancements that can aid
seamless JTF operations. For example,

fires initiative. The former affords col-
laborative operating environment
functions over international maritime
satellite radio in airborne deployment
operations. The latter has an integrated
suite of situational awareness and
knowledge-enabled tools to manage
time sensitive targets. Inclusion of
coalition partners in the global C2X
program would facilitate multinational
interoperability to include testing of
PACOM-type combined operations
wide area and Asia Pacific area network
systems. The first encourages separate,
simultaneous views of communities of
interest while the second provides fire-
wall-protected, multilevel access por-
tals for posting and sharing informa-
tion in a collaborative Web network.

Refine, Develop, Package
The third strategy led to the joint

mission essential task list (JMETL), a
unique document that delineates pack-
aged, mission-oriented training stan-
dards common for JTF headquarters.
Early JMF workshops postulated theater
threat scenarios for 2003–2015 and
identified the core missions that would
constitute over 90 percent of the opera-
tions expected within the area of re-
sponsibility. Based on core competen-
cies, specific missions were assigned to

three primary designated JTF headquar-
ters: I Corps, Seventh Fleet, and III Ma-
rine Expeditionary Force.

Mission essential tasks with con-
solidated standards were derived from
sample scenarios by the JTF staffs for
forcible entry or foreign consequence

management. The joint mission essen-
tial task list was approved for immedi-
ate and mandatory use in all PACOM
exercises and operations in 2001. It of-
fers a basis for developing training ob-
jectives and articulating operational re-
quirements. Command determination
of specific criteria (the actual level of
performance such as hours, days, or
percentage) for standards, based on
mission analysis, provides a bench-
mark for measuring unit performance.
In the end, a performance matrix
grades JTF headquarters readiness.

Mission-oriented tasks with crite-
ria could be translated into measures of
performance for evaluating the JFCOM
standing joint force command and
control element-related experimenta-
tion. Specific technological, organiza-
tional, or procedural initiatives would

creating universal metrics could
furnish quantitative measures for
Joint Vision 2020 concepts

Stryker brigade
combat team.
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during Cobra Gold ’02 in Thailand,
conducted with III Marine Expedi-
tionary Force as deputy combined task
force headquarters, a number of tech-
nologies were exposed to operational
scrutiny, with use of new procedures for
JTF headquarters and JMETL standards
(26 specific tasks).

To meet the challenge of C4

equipment and procedures in Cobra
Gold, installation of the bandwidth
monitoring and control system meas-
ured the volume of combined opera-
tions-wide area network applications
and demonstrated utility to poten-
tially control targeted applications,
while the theater automated profiling
system visually represented civil-mili-
tary and information operations ob-
jectives through relevant vectors that
provided progressive views of key bat-
tlespace metrics.

Against the challenges posed by a
common operating picture, joint fires,
and intelligence, surveillance, and re-
connaissance, the installation of auto-
mated deep operations coordination
system terminals enabled situational
awareness and report visualization for
Special Operations Forces. For the diffi-
culties of common collaborative tools,
the introduction of defense collabora-
tive tool suite servers enabled NetMeet-
ing chat, voice, and video collaborative
sessions, with server etiquette and pro-
tocol. Exercise lessons revealed the

need for a formal process of assessing
experimentation. Joint training and ex-
perimentation specialists assigned to
each regional combatant command
could assist in grading technology in-
sertion capacity to achieve JMETL crite-
ria, eventually enhancing implementa-
tion of the standing joint force
command and control element con-
cept, which is heavily dependent on
emerging technology.

Operational Experimentation
These implementation strategies

have achieved tangible advances in JTF
speed, precision, and effectiveness pri-
marily because they were developed
and executed by warfighters who de-
pend on JMF-related policies, proce-
dures, and technology. Developing the
SJC2E concept in exercises with real
forces will assure headquarters activa-
tion and planning. Focusing on inter-
operability in complex tasks under dif-
ficult conditions will guarantee decisive
action joint force execution. For exam-
ple, the joint mission essential task list
added responsibilities for examining
doctrine linked to technology to inte-
grate and synchronize fires and maneu-
ver. Experimentation on procedures
and technologies is needed to facilitate
coordination of fire control measures

and gain better battlespace situational
awareness in rugged terrain, urban jun-
gles, and rural camouflage.

The PACOM approach to finding
simple and practical solutions to inter-
operability problems and integrating
them into exercises will better prepare
operational forces. New technologies
and processes must be balanced with
service training requirements. How-
ever, warfighter endorsement of proto-
type joint experimentation will accel-
erate technology acquisition and
procedural adaptation, paramount to
ensuring joint preeminence. The spiral
testing and fielding of initiatives in
joint and multinational exercises, to
include live fire events, will facilitate
transparency and confidence among
the joint and combined forces respon-
sible for responding to a crisis.

Implementation strategies for the
joint mission force highlight proven
ways to prioritize, test, and field new
capabilities. Efforts by U.S. Pacific
Command to develop the prototype
for the joint mission force headquar-
ters confirm the value of the JFCOM
standing joint force command and
control element for interoperability.
Future application of this element
should facilitate rapid implementation
across regional commands. Subsequent
identification and correction of barri-
ers to interoperability of the element
through expanded national and global
training and experimentation venues
will assure the vital transformation of
joint warfighting capabilities. JFQ
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